Handbook on
Movement Operations
In Food Corporation of India

FOREWORD
I am happy to note that the Movement Division of FCI is coming out with a publication in
two volumes - a handbook on Movement Operations (Vol. I) and a Compendium of important
Movement Commercial Circulars issued from time to time (Vol. II).
I hope that this endeavor of Movement Division to enlighten FCI officers and staff will
facilitate effective and efficient handling of movement operations. Besides, depot and area level
functionaries will learn to do the required paper work in accordance with the set procedures,
including lodging and settlement of Railway claims.
I sincerely thank the team of movement division for bringing out such handy and useful
compendium for use as reference by others and especially by field staffs.
Dated : 17.08.2015
(Yogendra Tripathi)
Chairman & Managing Director
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CHAPTER -1
INTRODUCTION
FCI's Mandate
The Food Corporation of India was set-up under the Food Corporation Act, 1964 to fulfill the
following objectives of Food Policy of the Govt. of India:a. Effective price support operations for safeguarding the interest of the farmers.
b. Distribution of food grains throughout the country for Public Distribution System and other
Govt. of India Schemes.
c. Maintaining satisfactory level of operation and buffer stocks of food grains to ensure
National Food Security, and
d. Intervene in the market for price stabilization.
The Govt. of India fixes the prices at which food grains are to be procured and issued.
FCI's operations have a significant effect in sustaining the high growth rate of production of
food grains and maintaining price stability.
Main functions of the FCI are procurement, storage/preservation, movement and distribution
of foodgrains throughout the country.
Movement plays a very important role in the working of FCI as well as in fulfilling the objectives
of Food Policy and National Food Security Act. More than 60% of the stocks procured are
moved from surplus regions to deficit regions. Maximum movement of food grains is
undertaken by Rail which is evident from the following table :Inter-state movement of foodgrains (in lakh MT)
By rail

By road

Total

2008-09

204.60

20.57

225.17

2009-10

249.18

26.65

275.83

2010-11

279.65

25.64

305.29

2011-12

303.23

24.54

327.77

2012-13

321.33

27.85

349.18

2013-14

369.35

25.37

394.72

2014-15

389.33

19.11

408.44
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Inter-State movement by road is mainly undertaken in those parts of the country which are
not connected by rail for example Himachal Pradesh, Kashmir, Leh, Ladakh, Hilly areas of
North East like Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur etc. Small quantity of food grains is also
moved by riverine movement to Lakshadweep and Andaman & Nicobar as these are neither
connected by rail nor by road. In addition to the inter-state movement, intra-state movement is
also undertaken mainly in the procuring regions by road and by rail.
Earlier, most of the wheat stocks were moved Ex-North only i.e. from Punjab, Haryana,
sometime U.P and Rajasthan. With the increase in the procurement of wheat in M.P, some
quantity is moved from M.P. also. Like wheat, maximum quantity of rice is moved from Punjab,
Haryana, some-time U.P. and Uttrarakhand(Ex-North). In addition considerable quantities of
rice is also dispatched from A.P, Chhattisgarh, Orissa and sometime West Bengal which are
now procuring more than their requirement.
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CHAPTER -2
NORMAL FUNCTIONS OF MOVEMENT STAFF
(i)

On placement of Rake/Wagons for loading, he shall inspect the wagons and ensure that
wagons are water tight and fit for loading of foodgrains.

(ii)

Shall calculate the weight and number of bags required to be transported from depot to
Railhead keeping in view the carrying capacity of the wagons.

(iii)

Shall arrange proper acknowledgment of the stocks received at Railhead from the
Depot, get them dumped on the platform before loading into wagons or directly loading
into the wagons after proper counting.

(iv)

Shall ensure proper maintenance of truck-wise, wagon-wise loading/unloading
Register.

(v)

Shall ensure that loose grain/spillage from Trucks and wagons are collected, properly
cleaned & filled in loose bags and are also accounted against wagon/truck receipts.

(vi)

Shall ensure that bags received from railhead containing platform sweeping are
dumped in the godown separately and stacked only after proper cleaning.

(vii)

Shall ensure that convoy notes are properly filled and placed in each wagon before
sealing the wagons.

(viii) Shall ensure that wagons are properly sealed and FCI seal is also affixed along with
Railway seal.
(ix)

Shall prepare a forwarding Note containing declaration of the number of bags weight
and description of the goods, the name and address of the consignor and the
consignee, the destination station etc.

(x)

Shall obtain RR and check calculations of freight and contents mentioned in the RR.

(xi)

Ensure submission of RR to the Manager (D) so as to ensure its onward transmission to
the consignee depot through Registered post/Speed post/E-mail.

(xii)

Shall intimate to M(D) for waiver of demurrage/wharfage and matters of Railway, labour
and quality control.

(xiii) Shall intimate loading/unloading details by FAX/Speed Post/E-mail to the
consignee/consignor depots immediately after loading/unloading of the wagons.
(xiv) Shall ensure proper utilization and maintenance of gunnies account at railhead in the
prescribed ledger.
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(xv)

On placement of rake/wagons at the Railway siding/good shed, shall inspect the seal
and condition of wagons before getting them unloaded.

(xvi) In case of broken seal, bring the condition to the notice of railway Authorities and insist
for open delivery etc.
(xvii) Shall ensure unloading of wagons, proper stacking on platform and loading into trucks
and properly lashed with the tarpaulins and ropes for transporting the foodgrains to the
depot.
(xviii) Shall record remarks in the railway delivery book and obtain seal intact certificate.
(xix) Shall keep proper record of no. of bags received/despatched to the depot/loaded into
wagons and balance at railhead.
(xx)

Shall inform consignor and District Office regarding full bag shortages immediately on
unloading of wagons.

(xxi) Shall ensure timely lodging of missing wagon claim, compensation claim and claim for
excess payment of freight, if any, as per instructions.
(xxii) As far as possible backward movement be avoided while rebooking of the rake.
(xxiii) Shall obtain shed wise wagon placement memo from shed incharge against their shed
for loading/unloading of rake/wagons, to facilitate the Railway to shunt/place the
wagons shed wise.
Duties of Assistants at Railhead/Railway Siding
(i)

On receipt of stocks, he will get bags unloaded and stacked on the platform in countable
position.

(ii)

He will ensure wagon-wise stacking.

(iii)

He will ensure proper loading into trucks and issue complete gate passes duly filled with
all entries.

(iv)

Trucks should be inspected before loading that they are clean and provided with
tarpaulins etc. and are properly covered & lashed when the stocks are moved
out/from/to the depot.

(v)

He will maintain wagon-wise/truck-wise receipt, dispatch register and also sweeping
register with accounting of made up bags and gunnies account register etc.

(vi)

In case of loading, stocks to be loaded properly, after counting from dumped stocks and
recording the number of bags and weight etc. in convoy note.

(vii)

He will ensure proper sealing of wagons and fixing of FCI seal along with Rly. Seal.
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(viii) At the time of loading and unloading into/from wagon, all efforts should be made so that
loose grain may not mix with the dust and other foreign matter.
(ix)

He will count the bags at Railhead at the time of stacking on platform.

(x)

While loading into wagons he will ensure that wagons are properly cleaned and water
tight.

(xi)

He will count bags while loading into trucks.

(xii)

He will prepare gate pass for stocks loaded into trucks to be transported from railhead to
depot duly filled with all columns and vice-versa.

(xiii) He will prepare daily statement of operations held at railhead and furnish to depot
Incharge/Manager (Depot).
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CHAPTER -3
RECEIPT OF FOODGRAINS BY RAIL
Receipt of foodgrains
As soon as movement programme is received for receipt purposes, Manager
(Depot)/Depot Incharge should give the advance intimation to the contractor where the
contract system is available or to the Incharge looking after the labour in case of
departmentalized labour system to keep themselves ready/make the necessary
arrangements of labour/transportation vehicles. After the placement of wagons on the goods
shed/FCI siding, same should be examined and checked that the seals and rivets of both the
sides of the wagon doors are intact. A remark in this respect should be recorded by the
Incharge at the rail head, in the wagon unloading Register. In case seal are found tampered
with or panel cut in the wagons & bleeding is found, the condition of the same should be
recorded in the Railway Delivery Book and the wagons be opened and unloaded in the
presence of the representative of the Railway. In case of receipt of water affected/slack,
loose/cut and torn bags, same should be kept separately while unloading and wherever the
fault is of the railway because of the tampering of seal, water leakages, pilferage due to panel
cut, necessary claims be lodged under intimation to the concerned offices as well as
concerned GM/Area Manager and assessment certificate be obtained jointly signed by
Railway and FCI Officials.
Same procedure/precaution should be adopted on placement of the wagons at the
godown having own siding and generally the bags should be unloaded and dumped first at the
platform to enable the railway representative for the purpose to count the same, tallied with the
wagon convoy note as well as RR and seal card by the officials of FCI as well as railway staff
who are supervising the unloading before transporting/stacking the foodgrains so received.
Weighment of the stock
After completing the unloading and tallying with the convoy note/RR, the stocks should
be transported to the godowns through trucks/carts for stacking purpose, either from the
Railway Goods shed or from the godown siding to the other shed/godown for stacking
purpose. As per the standing instructions the stocks should be weighed before stacking the
same in the godown for storage purpose. Where the stocks are moved by trucks the same
should be weighed on lorry weigh-bridge provided in the godown, in case the goods siding is
within the reasonably short distance. Where the distance is more, it may be weighed on private
weigh bridge nearby the railway station and thereafter again in the depot at the lorry weighbridge.If no lorry weigh bridge is available enroute to depot then stock should be moved in
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convoy system and proper watch should be kept on the movement of the trucks on the
basis of the timings recorded on gate pass which contains truck no, name of the driver, no of
bags, weighment, weight if possible and time of exit of the truck from the goods shed.
Where the stocks are unloaded in the godowns siding and are to be stacked in the same
siding godowns, even in that case the stocks should be weighed on 10% basis if the bags are
of standard nature on platform scale/beam scale and in case of non-standard bags, the bags
are required to be weighed on 100% basis.
Collection of sweeping/spillages from the wagons
All the grains spilled in the wagons during the process of handling, loading and
unloading are to be collected, bagged and weighed. Such bags should be clearly marked
“wagon sweepings” and stored separately.
Unloading of the Rakes
Once a railway wagon has been loaded, it must move to its destination where it would be
unloaded timely and then taken again to the next loading point by railways to complete the
cycle. Any abnormal delay at any stage and particularly at the unloading point-would disturb
the cycle and the result would be disruption of railway operation generally and lesser
availability of wagons. Since movement of foodgrains takes place on a massive scale,
therefore, the need for ensuring that no detention or hold-up takes place to loaded wagons at
the terminals is obvious. Furthermore, apart from affecting the availability of wagons at the
dispatch points, detention of wagons at the terminals results in payment of demurrage/penal
DC to the railway.
The Railway have prescribed limited free time for unloading of wagons which in most
cases is only 9 or 11 hours.
The free time starts from the moment the wagon is placed in position. In ideal situation a
wagon should be unloaded only when it has been placed on a platform provided with a covered
shed and proper approach road. This is however not always possible as considering the
massive movement of foodgrains involved which often takes place in block rakes, wagons are
at times placed even on a ground level siding without a platform or a covered shed. Generally,
whenever wagons are placed on such a siding prior consultation with the FCI takes place and
an understanding is arrived at as to the feasibility of unloading of wagons at that siding. At
times disputes in this regard have arisen. In these matters understanding with the local railway
officials is of utmost importance so that each other's point of view is understood and
appreciated. From the FCI's point of view, it must be ensured that the feasibility of trucks
approaching the railway line from the road exists and the facility of stacking of bags is also available.
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In the case of an FCI siding, a wagon would be deemed to have been placed for
unloading and made over to the siding user (in this case the FCI) when:
(i)

The wagon has been placed at the point of interchange:

(ii)

The siding user has been informed in writing that the wagon has been so placed.
The information about placement is given on a siding voucher where after the
responsibility of the railway ceases.

Conversely the wagon would be considered as having been returned to the railway as
soon as it has been placed at the point of interchange and made available for removal from the
siding. The Station Master/siding clerk has to be informed in writing of this fact.
To avoid delay in the release of wagons, the following precautions have to be observed:
(i)

The dispatching stations must send the despatch particulars of the wagons
through e-mail/fax to the receiving station.

(ii)

In case diversion of a special is affected either because of the requirement of the
FCI or due to exigencies of railway operation, the information should be
conveyed to both the revised destination and the original destination.A
certificate to that effect to be obtained from railway if diversion is done on railway
A/c.

(iii)

A close liaison should be maintained with the local railway officers and the control
office of the concerned Railway Division so that advance information is available
in regard to approach of the expected rake/rakes of foodgrains.

As soon as information is available in regard to approach of a loaded block rake or
wagons, the depot at the destination must make adequate arrangement for labour as well as
storage space.
If due to labour strike or any other unforeseen reason, hold-up to wagons is anticipated,
it would be the duty of the FCI officials at the destination depot to request local railway officials
to hold back the wagons and to advise the FCI officials at the despatching end to suspend
further loading until the difficulty is overcome.
Transportation of foodgrain from goods shed to godown
After completing all formalities required by the railway for delivery, the stock needs to be
transported to the godowns through trucks/carts arranged by the HTC/transport contractor for
the purpose. Before start of the loading it may be ensured that flooring of the trucks are sound
which may not allow bleeding/pouring of the foodgrains enroute. The tarpauline should be got
spread on the truck floor to prevent spilling enroute. The bags should be properly loaded in
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countable position and the mouths of the bags should be kept inside to avoid the bleeding from
the mouth. It may also be ensured that all the foodgrains loaded into trucks/carts are covered
with tarpauline to save from the pilferage, rains etc. Before allowing exit from the premises, a
gate pass/truck movement chit should be issued having the full details in the prescribed
Proforma which should be serially numbered with book No. and signature of the representative
of transporter/truck driver should invariably be obtained in token of the receipt of the stocks in
his possession. In case of any shortages necessary recovery should be made from HTC as per
the instructions.
In case of vice-versa movement, all these formalities/precautions should also be
observed. Truck carrying the foodgrains as soon as report to the depot gate, the FCI
representative (normally security staff) has to check/count the bags and tally with the No. of
bags shown as loaded in the gate pass/truck movement chit and entry of the same should be
serially made in the inward gate register and thereafter the truck may be allowed to enter for
weighment at the weigh bridge if available or to the godown for further weighment and
unloading/stacking purpose.
Weighment
Weighment of Trucks should be done on the lorry weighbridge as per instructions.
However, in case of non-availability of the lorry weigh bridge the stocks should be got weighed
on 10% basis on the beam scale/platform scale in case of standard bags and 100% in case of
non-standard bags and the weight check memo is to be prepared truck-wise by the staff
posted at the point of operation and should be checked and signed by the Assistant/concerned
Shed Incharge and should be counter signed by the Depot Incharge.
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CHAPTER -4
DELIVERY OF CONSIGNMENT
Delivery
Delivery of consignments is effected by the Railway on production of railway receipt
(RR) and on payment of charges, if any. Delivery can be effected to the consignee shown on
the invoice or the endorsed consignee. When the railway receipt is lost or not available,
delivery of goods is granted on execution of a indemnity note/bond.
When a wagon is placed for unloading, seals and labels are to be removed only by the
railway staff detailed for supervising the unloading of wagons and rivets should be cut in their
presence. In removing the seals, the tape or thread should be cut carefully so as to leave the
seals intact. The whole of the tape, the seal and the label are carefully preserved for six
months. In case of shortage etc. these are sent by the railway staff to the concerned Claims
offices along with the missing goods report form.
While taking delivery of the consignment it should be ensured that adequate remarks
should be recorded about the actual condition and No. of bags received including shortage of
full bags,if any, slack and torn bags or damage of foodgrains due to rains in the railway delivery
book, which plays a very important role in settling the Railway claims.
Defective condition of consignments delivered
When the condition of the consignment is found defective at the time of delivery or the
number of packages are found short, a remark to this effect must be passed in the delivery
book. In respect of a 'said to contain' railway receipt, remarks for the actual number of bags
delivered may be passed in the delivery book. A copy of such remark should be obtained and
sent to claims office while preferring claims.
Partial delivery of consignment
The consignee must take delivery of goods forming part of a consignment whenever
these are available for delivery notwithstanding the fact that the remaining goods are short or
damaged or have not arrived at the destination or are otherwise not available for delivery. A
partial delivery certificate for the portion of the consignment not delivered is issued by the
Railway. This certificate is to be deposited with the Railway when the balance consignment is
delivered. If the consignee does not take delivery of part of a consignment which is available
for delivery, the wharfage charges as per rules become payable if the same is not removed
within the free time allowed for this purpose.
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Open Delivery of Consignment
When a consignment arrives at destination with packing damaged or shows signs of
having been tampered with, open delivery may be demanded from the Railway. This can be
granted either by the Station Master/goods supervisor or by an authorized officer of the
Railway in presence of a representative of the Railway Protection Force. At stations, where the
Station Master is not authorized by the railway administration, he will at once refer the matter to
the Claims Inspector of the Railway for necessary action.
Damage or Deficiency being noticed
If any damage or deficiency is noticed before or during the unloading of wagon, the
Station Master/Goods Supervisor and representative of the Railway Protection Force must be
sent for, if available at the station and consignment checked in their presence. The result of the
check must be recorded in the unloading book and signed by the railway representatives in
whose presence the contents of the wagon were checked. The exact condition of the
packages or bag found damaged or pilfered, should be recorded along with the result of
reweighment. The whole consignment of which the package or bag in question forms a part,
should also be re-weighed and result recorded.
Assessment Delivery
When a consignment is received at destination with its contents damaged, every effort
must be made to have the damages assessed at the time of delivery. Station Masters/goods
supervisor who are authorized to give such assessment of damages should themselves
arrange to give delivery of consignments immediately.
Re-booking
Re-booking means the booking of a consignment to its original forwarding station or to
any other station after it has reached its destination, but before taking delivery. In such cases
application should be given to the Station Master/Goods Supervisor of the station where the
goods are arrived. Original railway receipt should also be surrendered along with the
application. If the condition of the consignment is defective, then rebooking may be done after
rectifying the defect or after passing a remark to this effect on the forwarding note which should
be executed for this purpose.Rebooking of rake is to be done within free time to avoid
demurrage charges.
In brief, following points should be kept in mind while taking delivery of the
consignments :(i)

The side seal cards of the doors and rivets should be checked.
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(ii)

The doors of the wagons should be opened in the presence of the representative of the
railway.

(iii)

Number of bags actually counted in the wagon should be tallied with the convoy note to
be found inside the wagon. In case the convoy note is not found, then No. of bags should
be tallied with the seal card as well as number of bags shown in the R.R. against that
wagon.

(iv)

Polythene/tarpaulins or empty gunnies should be spread to cover the space in between
the platform and the track just below the flap door of the wagon to collect spilled grains
without being mixed up with dust and other materials.

(v)

Tarpaulins should be spread under neath where unloading is done on kacha ground.

(vi)

In case of open delivery of wagon, slack and torn bags should be segregated, weighed
separately and shortages recorded in the railway delivery book while taking delivery.

(vii)

Water affected bags, if any, should be segregated from sound bags and delivery of such
bags should not be taken until assessment of the extent of damage cause in done by
the railway authorities.

(viii) Shortages of full bags if any observed should also be recorded in the railway delivery
book as per standing instructions.
(ix)

Dunnage material, if any, found in the wagon should be removed and properly
accounted for.

(x)

In absence of R.R. the delivery may be taken on indemnity bond.

(xi)

Wagon should be released by unloading the consignments within the free time allowed
by the railway and also be removed from the railway premises avoiding levy of
demurrage or wharfage.
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CHAPTER -5
DESPATCH OF FOODGRAINS BY RAIL
Despatch of Foodgrains
On receipt of allocation for out station despatches (movement programme) Depot
Incharge will work out the trucks/wagon requirements, draw up the daily programme of loading
and communicate the same in writing to the concerned Unit Incharges as well as to the
HTC/TC and accordingly he will also register the indents for wagons with the Railway Station
Master/goods supervisor in accordance with the dispatch programme.
Indenting of Wagons
Under the Railway rules, prescribed registration fee is payable at the time of registration
of indents. However, at some places, FCI may have the arrangements with the railway for
lumpsum deposit fee (to be paid by the Area Manager) in lieu of the registration fee to be paid in
each individual case. Registration fee will be forfeited in case wagons supplied are not utilized
or demand/ (indent) is cancelled within ten days of the registration of demand. A complete
record of wagons indented, utilized or rejected and the reasons for non-utilization fee should
be recorded in the register. All cases of forfeiture of the registration fee should be reported to
the Area Manager immediately on occurrence.
It may be ensured that wagons are loaded within the free time allowed by the Railway to
avoid the occurrence of demurrage for delay in loading the wagons.
A. BOOKING
Forwarding Note
A forwarding note is a notice (contract of carriage between railway and rail user) to the
Railway Authorities offering a consignment for dispatch by rail from one station to another.
Every consignment must invariably be accompanied by a proper forwarding note which must
contain a declaration of the number of bags, weight and description of the goods, the name
and address of the consignor and consignee, the destination station. It is to be clearly
mentioned on the forwarding note that stocks are meant for PDS, under Govt. sponsored
programme, if any, and in standardized bags. Railway staff are forbidden to pass any remarks
on the forwarding note in their own handwriting in regard to improper packing or defective
condition of goods, as the remarks which have not been recorded by the sender or his agent do
not afford any protection to the Railway in law court with regard to damage, deterioration or
loss of goods in transit/payment of freight.
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Inspection of wagons, calculation of wagon-wise weight
As soon as wagons are placed, the FCI officials should inspect the condition of the
wagons and ensure sound flooring, water tightness, as well as cleanliness and fit for loading of
foodgrains. Any wagon found unfit should be rejected and communicated to the Railway in
writing indicating wagon No. and reasons for rejection. Thereafter, calculate the number of
bags and weight to be loaded in the wagon as per the permissible weight allowed by the
Railway and the stocks of foodgrains be loaded in a countable position. While loading it may be
ensured that the adequate space of 18” is left at the flap doors to avoid pilferage by miscreants
enroute. The mouths of the bags should not be kept on the door side to avoid the droppings of
the foodgrains.
FIT WAGON
When registration for wagons has been made for movement of foodgrains, the Railway
supplies wagons at the station at which wagons have been indented for. The responsibility for
supplying wagons fit for the commodity to be loaded lies with the Railway. At times, however,
even unfit wagons are supplied and placed in position for loading of foodgrains. For example, a
wagon which may have been loaded with sulphur or coal may, after unloading and without
proper cleaning at the destination, be supplied to the FCI for loading of foodgrains. On other
occasions, the Railway may supply a wagon with a panel cut or a roof perforated. It is to be
ensured that the wagons offered by the Railway are suitable for loading of foodgrains so that
no damage, pilferage or contamination of goods takes place.
While accepting covered wagons for loading, the following points must be kept in view:
(i)

The wagon must be water-tight, and there are no holes in the roof or in the side walls. A
visual examination of the wagon would ordinarily show that there are no holes either on
the roof or in the walls of the wagon. The easiest way to ascertain this is to stand on the
floor of the wagon with doors closed and to see if light come inside the wagon from any
side. In no circumstances such unfit wagons are to be loaded.

(ii)

At times, wagons with their panels cut may be offered for loading. In such wagons, not
only pilferage is possible but there is possibility of contents falling out of the wagon during
transit. In no circumstances a wagon with panels cut be accepted for loading of
foodgrains.

(iii) Wagons whose floors have become oily on account of some oil consignment having been
carried in them on a previous journey or are otherwise soiled because of some other
obnoxious commodity are likely to contaminate foodgrainsand, therefore, must not be
accepted for loading until these wagons have been got cleaned thoroughly.
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(iv) A wagon whose doors cannot be securely closed and fastened is similarly unsuitable for
loading of foodgrains as pilferage and shortage may result in such a wagon.
(v)

Finally, there may be wagons which are otherwise fit but may be unsuitable for loading of
foodgrains according to FCI's programme. In these circumstances, either the wagon so
offered must be refused or alternatively suitable remarks may be made in the forwarding
note.

LOADING
Loading of foodgrains on behalf of the FCI is undertaken at various siding depots and
railway stations/goods-shed as well as ports. The movement is massive and necessitates
great care so that the FCI is not put to any unnecessary loss.
The following precautions are to be taken while loading a wagon:
(i)

The wagon must be properly inspected to see that it is water-tight, dry and clean and
generally fit for loading.

(ii)

The doors should be checked up to see whether they can be firmly closed.

(iii) Bags of foodgrains must be loaded 18” away from the wagon door on either side. This
obviates the chances of bleeding through flap doors.
(iv) Wagons must be evenly loaded so that all springs bear equal load. No overloading
beyond the carrying capacity and the additional permissible load should be done.
(v)

Use of iron hooks should be avoided as far as possible.

(vi) After loading is completed, wagons are sealed and riveted by the railway staff. The
sealing is done in such a way that it is not possible for any person to get into the wagon
and remove the goods without breaking the seals.
(vii) Consignments of foodgrains must be brought to the station of loading well in time so as to
complete the loading within permissible free time in order to avoid demurrage to wagons.
Where sufficient stocks are not available for rake load, timely information should be given
to the railway so that the rolling rake is not supplied.
Preparation of convoy note, getting of RRs, sealing of Wagons
As soon as loading of wagons is completed, convoy note should be prepared and
placed in the wagon. After placing the convoy note, the doors of the wagons should be got
closed and revetted by the railway and wagons should be got sealed in the presence of official
from the railway and also affix the consignor's seal on each wagon along with the railway seal
at all the doors of the wagons. Thereafter FCI official should furnish the wagon wise
commodity, variety, No. of bags loaded along-with the weight in each wagon to the railway and
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get the RR prepared. On the basis of the weight declared by the FCI officials, the railway staff is
to prepare the railway receipt (RR). For preparation of RR, railway staff has to calculate the
distance from despatching station to the destination station and freight chargeable thereon. It
is the duty of the officials posted at rail head to check the distance via shortest/rationalized
route and freight charged by the railway in the RR and to make the payment to railway to get
the “freight paid”RR.
When wagons are booked under “said to contain” RRs, the concerned FCI loading staff
at the dispatching point will be responsible to ensure that FCI seals along with Railway card
labels in the prescribed manner are affixed on all the doors of the loaded wagons and will be
responsible for any shortage observed at the destination in the seal intact wagons.
Intimation to consignee and entry into the concerned documents
The dispatch particular containing wagon-wise no. of bags and quantity loaded and
original RR along with copy of convey note must be sent to recipient immediately through
speed post. A copy of the same should also be send to recipient end through FAX/e-mail.
Entries in the relevant stack cards, stack wise, shed wise, central ledger, master ledger and
other allied registers be made daily.
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CHAPTER -6
RAILWAY CLAIMS
Claims against the Railway arise due to different circumstances e.g. loss or damage to goods
in transit, refund of excess freight paid or excess wharfage and demurrage paid.
Nature of Compensation Claims:
Compensation claims against the Railway in respect of consignments entrusted to the Railway
for transport would normally be of the following type:
1. Shortage of entire bags or packages.
2. Shortage from bags or packages which are found slack cut or torn, and
3. Damage due to wet or fire.
The position in regard to each such type of compensation claims is as follows:
Shortage of entire bags-under clear railway receipts
So long as the railway receipt issued by the Railway is clear and specifies the number of bags
loaded in a wagon, the claim in respect of shortage of complete bags is a tenable claim and the
railway administration would accept full responsibility for it. In case of FCI, 'said-to-contain'
railway receipt is issued.
Shortage of entire bags-under 'said-to-contain' railway receipts.
In case of a 'said-to-contain' railway receipt, the Railway would be within its right to repudiate
claims for the loss of complete bags, if the seal of the wagon is found intact. However, in case of
broken seal, the claim of full bag shortage is tenable claim.
Partial shortages
Partial shortage implies that the contents received were short in weight with bags being found
cut or torn or that pilferage had taken place from the bags even though the number of bags
delivered at the destination may be correct. The settlement of claims in this category depends
on a variety of factors e.g. the nature of remarks made on the railway receipt particularly in
respect of packing condition, provision of dunnage, location of defective bags in the wagon,
the condition of wagon, whether there was a panel cut on the wagon body etc.
Damage by Wet
If the railway receipt bears the remark that the contents were in wet condition at the time of
loading,the claim would naturally be repudiated. However, if the railway receipt does not bear
any such adverse remark, the claim is tenable provided the damaged bags are not found near
the wagon doors and the damage cannot be attributed directly to non-provisions of dunnage. It
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may be noted here that the FCI has been granted exemption from compliance of provision of
dunnage on the express condition that no claims would be made for damage to the
consignment in bags lying next to the wagon doors.
In case of partially damaged consignment, the claim should be lodged for the entire affected
quantity.
Claims of Refund-of excess freight paid
Claims for refund of freight arise when the FCI has paid to the Railway in excess of what was
actually due like railway has delivered the contents at the goods shed/siding which is short of
distance of originally booked destination due to some operational problem or erroneous
calculation of freight by the railway staff in preparing the railway receiptor double payment
freight or wrong classification.
Claims of Refund of excess demurrage/wharfage paid
There may be cases where excess demurrage or wharfage is paid to the railway on account of
erroneous calculation. On the other occasions, after the demurrage has been paid, the
competent railway authority on considering the relevant circumstances may agree to waive
the demurrage/wharfage. In such cases refund of demurrage/wharfage becomes due and
claim has to be lodged.
Refund claims are generally simple and if the relevant documents have been correctly filed,
these are found tenable and are accepted by the railway administration.
Lodging of claim
Under the railway rules, a claim for compensation can be lodged against the booking railway,
the destination railway or the railway over which the loss occurred. However, claims for
compensation are normally dealt with by the Railway on which the destination station lies and
hence correspondence in such cases should be made with the Chief Claims Manager of the
Railway controlling the destination station.
Claims for refund of freight should be lodged with the Chief Commercial Manager (Refunds) of
the Railway on which the original destination is situated.
It is important to note that claims must be lodged Railway Receipt wise immediately after the
cause for claims has arisen but not later than six months from the date of booking in prescribed
format and acknowledgement issued by railway, having accepted, to be preserved till claim is
settled by railway. Claims filed after the expiry of this time limit cease to have validity under the
law and this delay is not condoned under any circumstances.
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Basis for the value of compensation claims
The rates for the different varieties of foodgrains on the basis of which the value of claims is
calculated are circulated by the Head Office from time to time. It is necessary to ensure that the
amount of claim has been worked out accurately and is neither inflated nor at a rate less than
prevailing claimable rate.
Repudiation of claims by Railway
The claims lodged by the FCI are examined by the claims settling authorities in the Railway
claims office and disposed of on the merits of each case. The claims considered untenable on
examination are repudiated by the Railway whereas those held tenable are settled by
payment. Some claims are on examination found to be partially tenable.
Some factors which have material significance in determining the liability of the Railway are
enumerated below:
(i) 'Said to contain' Railway Receipts
Where a 'said to contain' railway receipt has been issued in respect of the number of bags
loaded, the Railway would be within its right to repudiate a claim for the number of bags
received short. However, even in the case of 'said to contain' railway receipt, as long as the
loss can be attributed to tampering with the wagon enroute, theft or negligence or misconduct
on the part of the railway administration or its employees, the Railway would become liable.
Similarly, in the case of a wagon which has been transshipped enroute, the Railway would be
liable for the loss of the difference in the number actually received at the destination,
notwithstanding the fact that a 'said to contain' railway receipt has been issued.
(ii) Special condition
As per the railway condition, consignor has to provide dunnage next to each wagon door for
consignments of foodgrains, etc. FCI has, however, in view of the massive movement of
foodgrains involved, sought and obtained exemption from the railway for observance of this
condition on the understanding that the losses as a result of non-provision of dunnage would
not be claimed for damage to the contents in bags lying near the wagon doors which could be
directly attributed to non-provision of dunnage would be untenable and as such need not be
lodged. The same would apply to loss/damage to a consignment which is attributable to
bleeding through wagon door. If however it can be established that the shortage/damage has
taken place from the bags at places away from the wagon doors, a claim would become
tenable-subject to other remarks, if any, on the railway receipt. This underlines the importance
of stacking the bags in the wagon at least 18” away from the wagon doors.
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(iii) Packing conditions
Certain packing conditions have been prescribed by the Railway for carriage of goods and are
laid down in the IRCA Goods Tariff. If any of these conditions is not fulfilled by the sender and
the loss/damage can be attributed to non-compliance of that particular condition the railway
can seek protection and reject the claim for loss, destruction or deterioration due to noncompliance of such condition. Such claims thus become untenable unless it can be proved
that the loss, destruction or deterioration is due to criminal interference with the wagon enroute
or due to misconduct or negligence on the part of the railway administration.
Whenever a railway receipt bears the remark 'SWA' sender's weight accepted, the Railway's
liability in the consignment as per the weight given by the consignor ceases provided the
condition of bags delivered at the destination is outwardly sound.
(iv) Bags found in wet condition
A claim against the railway for damage by wet would be untenable if the railway receipt bears a
remark to the effect that the consignment was already in wet condition at the time of loading.
(v) Time barred cases
As explained above, the claim for compensation/refund must be lodged within six months from
the date of booking. Where a claim has not been preferred within this prescribed, it becomes
untenable.
(vi) Railway's liability after termination of transit time
Under the provision of the Indian Railway Act, the liability of the railway for loss, destruction,
damage, deterioration or non-delivery of goods at the destination is that of a 'bailee' for a
period of seven days after termination of transit time. After that period even the bailee's liability
ceases. The expression 'transit time' extends from the time of acceptance of goods for
carriage by railway till the expiry of the free time allowed for unloading of goods and thereafter
of their removal at the destination when no demurrage has accrued. When however in
unloading of goods, demurrage has accrued, free time allowed for removal is not reckoned in
transit time.
The term 'bailee' denotes that the standard of care to be taken is the care which a man of
ordinary prudence would have taken in respect of his own goods of the same bulk quantity and
value in similar circumstances.
(vii) Railway's liability in respect of consignments booked to sidings
The responsibility of the railway for loss, damage, destruction, deterioration or non-delivery of
goods for whatever cause ceases after a wagon has been placed at the point of interchange of
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the siding and the owner of the siding has been informed in writing of the wagon having been
so placed. The tenability or otherwise of a case of claim even in respect of the consignment
unloaded at the siding would be determined by the various factors including the remarks in the
delivery book, the shortage certificate, etc.
FCI's organization for lodging/pursuance of claims
Broadly the responsibility of the FCI's staff at the various levels for lodging and follow-up of
compensation claims is as follows:
Depot level
Claims would be preferred by the Depot Manager. After preferring the claim, the Depot
Manager would transfer the file of papers to the concerned Area Manager without delay. The
acknowledgment card received from the railway must also be sent to the District Office along
with a copy of the enclosures. A copy must however be retained in the Depot to safeguard
against loss of papers in transit. A copy of the claims letter may also be endorsed to the
General Manager. A register of cases of compensation/refund of freight claims shall be
maintained by the claimant depot in the prescribed proforma.
In respect of claims which are prima-facie untenable, papers should be prepared on the same
manner as in the case of tenable claims but instead of filing a claim with the railway, such
claims may be sent to the Regional Office as per instructions.
Regional Office level
Regional office shall deal with all compensation claims. In respect of claims which are primafacie untenable and for which papers have been received from the depot scrutiny must be
made in accordance with the existing instructions and if it is found that there are some features
in the claim which would make a claim tenable, these must be lodged with the concerned
railway and thereafter pursued in the same manner as other claims lodged with the railway at
the depot level.
All claims cases pending in the Regional office must be reviewed individually and periodically.
If found untenable on review or which are considered untenable after repudiation by the
railway, may be considered for dropping by the General Manager (Region) within their powers
as per the instructions. After a decision has been taken to drop the claims by the General
Manager with his own powers or by the Executive Director (Zone) and communicated to the
Regional Office, action for write off etc. may be taken after duly fixing staff responsibility for the
loss and obtaining the sanction of the competent authority.
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Regional Office must maintain a continuous liaison and follow up the claims cases with the
claim settling authority of the concerned railway.
Steps for prevention of claims
Prevention of claims is even more important than their settlement. For the purpose of
minimizing the loss of the foodgrains in rail transit, various measures whereby the loss can be
minimized are:
(i)

Observance of proper packing conditions.

(ii) Proper, legible and suitable marking of bags.
(iii) Ensure before loading that the wagons are properly cleaned and not having body and
panel cuts and also visually tested.
(iv) Leaving at least 18” space from near the wagon doors particularly when dunnage is not
provided.
(v) Careful handling of bags at dispatching and destination ends so that the bags do not get
torn or burst and the contents do not spill out.
(vi) Immediate and prompt salvaging operation whenever goods are delivered in damaged
condition.
Gist of important instructions issued by Hqrs.
(i)

Where the railway have destroyed records but the FCI is continuously pressing for
finalizing of the claims, the claim cases should be reconstructed with the help of the
records of the departments concerned and action taken to decide the claim on merit.

(ii)

The claimable rates of wheat & rice are circulated by the Hqrs. from time to time for
lodging the compensation claim for shortages/damages against the railway.

(iii)

In case the seals remain intact, the railway would normally have no liability to pay for any
shortages. Only in unexceptional case, if it could be proved that seals are tampered with
and again re-sealed, while the wagon was in the custody of the railway, such the claim for
losses could be considered.

(iv)

Outstanding claims on account of refund of freight and missing wagons appearing in the
books of accounts and those maintained by the Regional Claim Sections should match
with each other. All such claims repudiated by the railway/withdrawn by the
management/partly settled should also be accordingly written-off/adjustment in the
books of account.

(v)

The compensation claim, refund of excess freight claim should be lodged immediately
after delivery of the consignment within a period of six months from date of the booking of
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the consignment and ensured that the tenable claim are not rendered time barred.
(vi)

Compensation claim and refund of freight claim against the railway should be preferred
by manager depot within fifteen days after the cause of action has arisen.

(vii) Claim for compensation up to the value of Rs. 1,000 should not be lodged against the
railway.
(viii) During rainy season whenever packages are found damaged by wet in a wagon, the
condition of the wagon at the time of unloading on destination must be examined with
regards to its being water tight or otherwise. The condition of the wagon being “water
tight” or “not water tight” should be reported in the DD message issued. The
consignments which are received at destination in damage by wet condition should be
delivered without delay by getting open/assessment deliveries as per existing
instructions.
(ix)

On arrival of the rake/wagons at the depot, the seals and condition of the wagon from all
side and bottom should be checked and in case wagons found with seals defective/body
broken, a memo should be issued in writing to station master/CGS immediately
explaining the above condition and requesting supervision of unloading. Such wagons
should not be handled unless the railway staff report for supervision. The claim for
compensation preferred on this account should invariably contain a certificate issued by
the railway supervising officer.

(x)

Claim for compensation on account of loss/damage of bags found near the flap doors of
the wagons which is directly attributable to non provision of dunnage need not be
preferred against railway.

(xi)

As soon as claim is preferred against the railway either on account of refund of freight or
for missing consignment along with the proportionate refund of freight or is
settled/dropped, due intimation shall be given by the claim section to the accounts
section so as to enable them to make appropriate entries in the books of account. The
position of claim have to be reconciled between the Regional Claim Section and
Regional Accounts Branch twice a year.

(xii) All claims are to be preferred by the depot officers and after preferring the claims the
depot officers should transferred the complete claims papers to the concerned
district/regional office and copy enclosed to the account branch of the district.
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CHAPTER -7
Demurrage and Wharfage
As per the Railway Act 1989, 'Demurrage and Wharfage' are defined as follows:'Demurrage' means the charge levied for the detention of any rolling stock after the expiry of
free time, if any, allowed for such detention.
'Wharfage' means the charge levied on goods for not removing them from the railway
goodshed after the expiry of the free time for such removal.
The Central Government may, fix the rates of demurrage and wharfage charges from time to
time by general or special order and to specify the condition subject to which such rates shall
apply.
The circumstances, which lead to accrual of demurrage/wharfage charges, can be broadly
grouped in there categories as under:
(i)

Reasons within the control of the consignor/consignee.

(ii) Reasons beyond the control of consignor/consignee like labor strike, transportation
strike, general bandhs, agitations, riots, curfew, fire explosion, heavy rains or other
abnormal/unforeseen circumstances.
(iii) Act of God, act of War and act of Public enemies.
In case of Category (i) above, waiver is normally not done except on justified and meritorious
facts.
As regards case pertaining of Category (ii) or Category (iii), Waiver are considered on merits of
individual case.
In case, the consignor/consignee feels that demurrage/wharfage was due to reasons beyond
his control he could apply for waiver giving all relevant details with documentary evidence
wherever necessary.
First application for waiver of demurrage or wharfage should be submitted to the Station
Manager/Goods Supervisor within 10 (ten) days from the date upto which these charges had
accrued.
Appeal against orders of waiver
The delay beyond 10 days can be condoned by the railway with the personal approval of the
Divisional Railway Manager/Chief Commercial Manager (coordinating HOD) depending upon
whether the powers to deal with the case lies at Divisional or Zonal level and after having
ascertained that the reasons for the delay given in the application are satisfactory. Application
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for condonation of delay in preferring an appeal for waiver of demurrage, however, shall be
entertained only after the demurrage charges have been paid in full and the application is
supported with proof of such payment.
An appeal against the order of lower authority should be preferred within 30 (thirty) days of the
date when the decision of the lower authority is communicated.
A maximum of only two appeals can be made against the decision of the lower authorities.
The railway also levy different demurrage charges for different period like for 1st day, 2nd day, 3rd
day. The levy of such demurrage charges at the rate higher than normal demurrage charges is
called panel demurrage charges.
Gist of Important Instructions issued by Hqrs.
(i)

Many cases of demurrage/wharfage incurred at the time of loading/unloading of stocks
are taken up with the railway for getting refund even though the contractors are
responsible for payment of these amount and recoveries are not made from the
contractors.

(ii)

Where the demurrage/wharfage charges levied are found due to the lapse on the part
of the H & T contractor, Manager (D) will also make immediate report to the Area
Manager, who will examine the case, fix up responsibility and arrange to make
necessary recoveries.

(iii)

In no case recoveries from the contractors should be delayed simply because
reference has been made to the railway for waival.

(iv)

Demurrage/wharfage charges raised by the railway should not be allowed to
accumulate over fairly long periods. Wherever there are some genuine grounds for
seeking waiver, representation to the railway should be made in time. It may not
happen that the railway forced the issue by either threatening to stop the siding facility
or by stopping payment of compensation/refund claims.

(v)

It should be ensured that adequate arrangement are made for loading/unloading of
wagons within free time so that the wagon capacity is properly utilized by the railway for
transportation of other essential commodity, the movement of which is affected
adversely if the wagon are withheld and not released in time.

(vi)

Suitable measures should be taken to improve the arrangements for loading and
unloading of wagons so that avoidable/unwarranted expenditure on demurrage and
wharfage is cut down to the minimum if not eliminated altogether.

(vii)

The cases of demurrage and wharfage should be thoroughly examined and where
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their levy is found unjustified, representations giving full justification be made for waiver
to railway. Such cases should be pursued vigorously and co-ordination meetings
should be held regularly by District/Regional/Zonal Offices at the level of appropriate
railway authorities.
(viii)

Cases should be scrutinized to ascertain the accuracy of the dues claimed by the
railway.

(ix)

Arrangement to control the labour should be tightened up and cases where
responsibility cannot be fixed, may be dealt with in accordance with delegation of
powers to various officers of FCI.

(x)

The bad terminals where the accrual is to the maximum extent need to be identified and
efforts be made to remove the bottle neck/draw backs and corrective action should be
taken to control the accrual of these penal levy.

(xi)

If the accrual of the DC/WC is attributed wholly or partially due to reasons beyond FCI
control, viz heavy rain, failure of electricity, law and order problems, sudden strike etc.
a mercy appeal should be filed to the competent authority through station master,
detailing reasons with evidence, for waiver. Such cases should be finalized through
periodical meeting with the railway.

(xii)

As payment of demurrage/wharfage is subject to fixing up responsibility, each case
where payment has been made by FCI and railway do not agree to grant refund, has to
be processed for fixing the responsibility as per instructions issued from time to time.

(xiii)

Where the demurrage/wharfage charges are found to have been levied due to the
lapse on the part of the Depot Staff and/or Departmental labour, necessary disciplinary
action, as provided under rules, should be taken promptly and preventive measures
adopted.

(xiv)

Wherever, the demurrage/wharfage accrued due to the lapse owing to direct payment
system of labour, the union or the mate, apart from adopting other preventive
measures, the issue may be suitably addressed and advised to take appropriate action
against the defaulting labour.

(xv)

Accrual of demurrage/wharfage not only affects adversely to operations at large but
cause financial loss to the Corporation. As such a causewise analysis of the
circumstances responsible for accrual of demurrage/wharfage, should be done at
Zonal/Regional level and take corrective/punitive action to reduce the accrual, besides
taking disciplinary action under the rules.

(xvi)

Periodical meetings on demurrage/wharfage and claims should be conducted by FCI
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Officers with the railway so that Railway is not compelled to resort to adjustment of
admitted FCI Railway claims.
(xvii)

For wharfage, the stations are categorized into three part depending upon the turnover
of traffic. The rates of wharfage charges differs from one another. Categorization of
stations, changes from time to time is, being notified by the railway. This information is
readily available with the Station Master/Chief Goods Clerk as well as on Railways
website.

(xviii) It is the duty of every depot officer to keep this information readily up dated in their
demurrage/wharfage register. At the same time, wharfage bills on receipt from Railway
should invariably be checked for this aspect to ascertain that rates as per the current
group notification of the station are only applied so that undue payments could be
avoided.
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CHAPTER -8
MISSING AND UNCONNECTED WAGONS
A wagon which does not reach its originally booked destination within due time is
described as a 'missing wagon'. On the other hand when the contents of a wagon whose
booking particulars are not available, are delivered at a station whether on execution of an
indemnity note or otherwise, such a wagon is termed as an 'unconnected wagon'.
Once a wagon has started from its dispatching end, it may not however reach its
originally intended destination for one or the other or several reasons. Firstly, a wagon or
wagons while on the run may be diverted to other than the original destination due to
operational exigencies either of the railway itself or of the FCI and may thus find its/their way to
a destination other than the originally booked. In such an event, if the fresh destination has not
received the invoice and in case labels are also absent which happens quite often, the fresh
destination would not know where the wagons have come from. The fresh destination would
there upon take steps to take delivery of contents of the wagons on indemnity note or 'memo'
and would show the wagon as 'unconnected'. Meanwhile the originally booked destination
would have received the invoices from the booking end and after waiting for the wagon or
wagons for a period of one month, would show the wagon/wagons as 'missing' and would
proceed to take action on that basis.
Earlier, there were huge number of cases of missing and unconnected wagons but of
late due to computerization of its operations by the railway as well as lesser cases of diversion
of rake, only few cases are occurring. Now the railway as well as FCI can find out the location of
the wagon through railway system FOIS (Freight Operations Information System).
Action by receiving depot other than the originally booked destination
On receipt of diverted/unconnected wagons the receiving depot has to take delivery of
the same on an indemnity note after payment of railway dues. While making an entry in the
unloading register it is very essential that a clear remark should be passed in the register
indicating that the wagon is diverted/unconnected.
Furthermore, where it is known that the wagon has been diverted, the receiving depot
must immediately advise the originally booked depot, consignor, General Manager
concerned, and Zonal Claims Cells indicating the receipt and booking particulars of the wagon
where available along with discrepancies noticed if any at the time of delivery and amount of
freight paid. For this purpose, such booking particulars as are available on the wagon labels
must be fully recorded. In addition to the above where break-of-gauge or transhipment has
been involved enroute, the particulars of the original wagons where available must also be
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quoted. In the absence of the particulars of the original wagon, the number of wagons into
which the contents were transhipped, the owning Railway, the nature of the commodity, the
weight and the number of bags received must be communicated in the fullest detail. Here an
open delivery of the wagon is taken and joint assessment of the stocks is done by FCI and
Railway officials and if any damaged stocks/shortage is found in the wagons, then a
compensation claim is lodged. If this procedure is carefully followed, the chances of wagons
remaining unconnected for long would be considerably reduced.
Action by Depot of originally booked destination
When the depot where the wagon was due to arrive has waited for one month for a
wagon to arrive, it must forthwith show the wagon as 'missing' and thereafter-proceed to prefer
a claim for the missing wagon along with claim for refund of proportionate freight for the
missing consignment so that the claim is lodged with the railway administration within two
months from the date of booking. If after lodging the claim, it receives advice of the actual
receipt of wagon or wagons at some other depot, the original destination must immediately
send the railway receipt to the depot of the diverted destination. In case the original-railway
receipt has already been surrendered, to the railway authorities for taking a part delivery of the
consignment, a certified copy of the railway receipt maybe sent. Only after such an advice has
been sent, the claim on the railway for the missing wagon be withdrawn/amended as the case
maybe and advice sent to the Regional Claim Cell. Sometimes, the detached/missing wagons
are received at the originally booked destination after a gap of time. The foodgrains lying in
such detached wagon may also get infested and damaged due to longer storage. In such
cases an open delivery of the consignment is taken and the consignment is jointly assessed by
FCI and Railway to ascertain the extent of damage or infestation, if any. On the basis of this
assessment, an assessment certificate, which contains details of both quality and quantity
delivered, is signed by both FCI and Railway. In respect of damaged consignment, a claim is
preferred with the Railway as 'compensation claim' as per procedure in vogue. In case of
stocks found infested fumigation of stocks is immediately carried out to get rid of infestation.
Action in the Regional Office
The Regional Office on receipt of statement of missing/unconnected wagons will
compare the missing wagon statements with the statements of unconnected wagons of other
depots and on the basis, link as many wagons of those shown in the statements as possible.
Regional office will then intimates details of linked wagons to concerned depot/district offices
of FCI for withdrawal of missing claims. The wagons which, however, are not linked would
thereafter be incorporated in a statement, copies of which are required to be sent to the Zonal
Claims Cells every month by prescribed date.
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Action by Zonal Claims Cells
The Zonal Claim Cells link missing and unconnected (detached) wagons received from
the Regional offices and intimate the details of linked wagons to the concered Regional offices
for withdrawal of missing claims. A joint exercise is then conducted by the Zonal Claim Cell of
FCI and the concerned Railway Zone and a final statement of missing and unconnected
(detached) wagons, which could not be linked, is prepared and is signed by the
representatives of both FCI and Railway. The jointly signed statement is then submitted to FCI,
Headquarters for match adjustment at Railway Board level.
The Zonal Claims Cells must ensure that the monthly statement of unconnected/
missing wagons is regularly received by them from the Regional office by prescribed date.
The particulars of the linked wagons must be invariably communicated to the respective
depots i.e. both where the wagon is shown as 'missing' as also the depot where the wagon was
delivered as 'unconnected' in addition to the Regional Office.
The wagons which remain unlinked/untraced despite the exercise described above
would then be recorded separately and thereafter compared with similar lists prepared by and
received from other Claims Cells to see if some further wagons can be linked thereby.
After the receipt of jointly signed statements of missing and unconnected wagons in
respect of all the Railway Zones from FCI Zonal Claim Cells, the same are examined and
forwarded to the Railway Board for convening a meeting where match adjustment is
undertaken on commodity to commodity and bag to bag basis. A joint statement is prepared
and signed by the Railway as well as FCI officers showing the details of the matched bags and
also the bags which remained unlinked.
The reconciliation and final match adjustment of missing and unconnected
wagons of foodgrains is done at the Hqrs level but in case of fertilizer and sugar, it is to
be dealt at Zonal level.
Gist of important instructions
(i)

Every month, the Movement Section must, invariably supply to Accounts Section, the
lists of outstanding Missing wagons and unconnected/diverted wagons.

(ii)

Accounts Section prepares separate lists of the wagons outstanding as per their records
and compare/reconcile them with the list received from the Movement Section.

(iii)

The reconciled lists of missing and unconnected/diverted wagons, for the region as a
whole is jointly signed by movement & Account Sections, and submit the same to the
Zonal Railway and the Zonal Offices, other Regional Offices, Zonal Claims Cells of the
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Food Corporation of India every month. Similarly, the Zonal Offices of FCI would also
prepare consolidated statements, duly screened and reconciled, of these wagons, on
tri-monthly basis and submit to all concerned, by the due date.
(iv)

The statements of the wagons traced/linked by the Claim Cells and Regional ClaimSections are given to the Accounts Section of Regional Office every month.

(v)

While loading foodgrains booked by FCI, or by other agencies on behalf of FCI, Convoy
Notes with full particulars of the consignments, should be invariably placed in all the
wagons.

(vi)

While reporting 'unconnected wagons' the particulars as available on the Railway-SealCards/Bracket-Labels/Paste-on-Labels must be intimated.

(vii)

It should be ensured that at the end of each month a summary of those wagons, in
respect of which RR had been received and that of unconnected/diverted wagons is
given in the unloading register.

(viii) In offices, the Movement officers and Accounts officers, concerned with missing and
unconnected wagons, should work in close coordination with each other. A monthly
meeting between the Movement & Accounts officers at the District/Regional/Zonal
offices should be held to reconcile the information regarding missing/unconnected/
diverted wagons and the results of such reconciliation must be intimated to all
concerned, including Zonal Claim Cells.
(ix)

As soon as a wagon is declared 'missing', a Non-Delivery Certificate in respect of that
must be obtained from the Station Master of the destination station.

(x)

Copies of claim letter shall be forwarded to the Area Manager for scrutiny and it should
also be forwarded to the railway, Regional Claim Cell/Zonal-Claim-Cell.

(xi)

In the cases where unconnected wagon gets linked with missing wagon, the
Depot/Warehouse to which such unconnected wagon delivered, shall inform the Station
Master of unloading station of the unconnected wagon, to delete the wagon from the
railway list outstanding unconnected wagons and discharged the relevant Indemnity
Note/Bond.

(xii)

In case, however, under really unavoidable circumstances, diversion is made by the
Railway, Zonal Managers concerned would be accordingly informed so as to ensure
proper accountal of wagons and avoid unnecessary preferment of claims. The officer
who receive such diverted or unconnected wagon should immediately inform the
booking/delivery particulars of such wagons to the consignor, the consignee at the
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original booked destinations and their respective General Managers to enable them to
regularize the transaction and prefer claim only where necessary.
(xiii) Where a diverted wagon/rake is received and taken delivery at the station other than the
booked destination, it shall be the responsibility of the officer incharge to ensure that full
booking particulars, (as available on card labels, pocket labels and/or in the convoy
notes placed inside the wagon by the consignor) relevant delivery particulars, the
element of freight, if any, paid are sent, to the consignor/consignee and their respective
General Managers within 15 days of receipt of such diverted/unconnected wagons.
(xiv) Where no such delivery particulars/information is received by him within two months of
the date of booking and the wagon continued to remain missing, he shall lodge a claim
for missing consignment alongwith the proportionate refund of freight duly supported by
(a) a non-delivery certificate obtained from the Station Master. However, if advice about
receipt of consignment at some other depot is received after the claim has been lodged,
he shall immediately (but now later than a week on receipt of such information) shall
amend/withdraw the claim, as the case may be and inform the General Manager &
Zonal Claim Cell.
(xv)

While filing claims for missing wagons, a claim for proportionate refund of freight
showing the amount separately is also filed. If the wagons is subsequently traced at
another Depot, and it becomes necessary to withdraw the claim for missing wagons, it
must be ensured that the claim for refund of freight is continued to be pressed and kept
alive.
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CHAPTER -9
RAILWAY SIDINGS
An extension of the railway track laid out to facilitate handling of the traffic of a factory, mill
or other industrial or commercial establishment or a government department under a special
agreement entered into with the concerned zonal railway is called a 'siding'. A siding may be an
assisted siding or a private siding.
The terms and conditions according to which the siding is worked are incorporated in an
agreement which every siding user must execute with the railway authority.
While each railway siding has special features of its own, broadly a siding agreement
provides for the following:
(i)

Except where otherwise provided the sidings are open for booking and delivery of wagon
load consignments only.

(ii) No traffic other than that of the siding user or other than such as can be reasonably
regarded as necessary for the requirement of the siding owner would be accepted for
booking from and to the siding except with the written permission of the railway
administration.
(iii) Where the services of a siding clerk or clerks are required, the salary, allowances and
contribution to provident fund and other incidentals for such staff are borne by the siding
owner.
(iv) When goods are sent to or from the siding, the freight is charged as if the goods were sent
to or from the station serving the siding supplemented by the siding charges which are
worked out on the basis of a prescribed formula and duly notified.
(v) Generally, advance intimation is given to the siding user as to the expected placement of
wagons a day in advance so that the siding user can arrange for labour etc. for loading and
unloading of wagons.
Importance of sidings to the FCI
Since the FCI is required to undertake massive movement of foodgrains from the surplus
States as also from the ports and since adequate facilities are often not available at goods
shed /wharfs of railhead station for loading and unloading of block rakes, the FCI often acquire
railway sidings contiguous to most of its important godowns. This facility enables loading and
unloading of wagons in the immediate vicinity of the godowns and obviates transport of a large
number of bags of foodgrains etc. to and from railheads thus saving the FCI huge expenditure
which would otherwise be incurred in arranging road transport from the railheads to its
godowns and vice-versa.
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A list of the railway sidings used by the FCI is at Appendix-I
Shunting and placement of wagons in FCI's sidings
In all the railway sidings attached to the FCI godowns, the shunting and placement of
wagons are conducted by the railway through its own staff and locomotives.
Wagons are deemed to have been placed in siding and made over to the siding user when
(a) the wagons have been placed at the mutually agreed point which is known as the point of
interchange, and (b) the siding user has been informed in writing that the wagons have been so
placed as per placement memo.
Similarly, wagons would be considered to have been returned to the railway as soon as
these wagons have been placed at the mutually settled point of interchange and are available
for removal from the siding. The Station Master/siding clerkmust be informed in writing that the
wagons are available for removal wherever so prescribed.
For giving the advice of placement and removal, printed vouchers which are serially
numbered in two counterfoils have to be written out. Of these, one is for railway record and the
other for the siding user. The signatures of the siding user are obtained at the time of
placement. Correspondingly the signatures of the railway representative should be obtained
at the time of release of wagons or when wagons are available for removal. A separate voucher
may be issued for each trip at sidings where the siding charges are fixed on per trip basis.
For this purpose, a trip means the movement of a railway locomotive from the serving
station to the siding for placement and removal of wagons and return to the railway station
irrespective of the number of wagons whether loaded or empty hauled by the locomotive. The
details of wagons placed or pulled out should be entered on the reverse side of the voucher.
Procedure for booking and delivery of traffic from and to FCI siding.
The broad principles and the working procedure applying to a siding are contained in the
terms of an agreement. The procedure for booking and delivery to the goods at a siding is
broadly the same as in the case of a goods shed.
It is important to state here that as per Indian Railway Act the responsibility of the Railway for
loss, destruction, damage, deterioration or non-delivery of consignment ceases when the
wagon has been placed at the point of interchange and a written intimation of such placement
given to the owner of the siding. The siding owner must, therefore, make sure on receipt of
advice of placement that the seals of the wagons are intact and the consignment is outwardly
in good condition. Where wagons are found with seal so defective or where the consignment is
outwardly in a damaged state, a written request must forthwith be made to the railway
representative for a joint check. Unless this action is taken, the railway authorities would not
accept liability for the shortage or damage.
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CHAPTER -10
ROAD MOVEMENT
For movement of foodgrains different modes of transport is used across the country viz
railway, roadways, water ways and sometime air also (in exigencies). For long distances rail
movement is economical than by road but for short distance, sometime, road movement is
more economical and expedient. While choosing the mode of transport financial feasibility,
geography, availability of rail network and wagons, time lines etc. is to be carefully examined.
About 8 to 10 % of the foodgrains is transported through road movement, particularly in
the regions like Himachal Pradesh, J&K, Delhi, Rajasthan and some parts of North East. Road
movement also act as a supplement to the rail transport where there is limitation in movement
of required quantity of stock through rail.
Road movement is also required at those stations from where loading of the full block
rake is not feasible. If movement has to be under taken from these stations in piece meal, the
stocks may reach the destination in-ordinately late. In such circumstances, therefore, it is often
expedient to move foodgrains stocks over short distances to places from where block rakes
can be loaded.
Apart from these broad considerations, however, often road movement has to be
undertaken in other emergencies where foodgrains have to be rushed from one part of a
Region to another or even from one Region to another when scarcity conditions exist and the
ordinary delays involved in transportation by rail cannot be encountered.
Inspite of all that is stated above, it is to be kept in mind before road transport is
undertaken, each case must be subjected to a thorough examination and the authority
ordering road transport must satisfy itself that it is in the overall interest of the corporation to
resort to road transport in preference to the cheaper mode of rail transport.
While undertaking road movement,the following points should be kept in mind:1.

The stocks should be moved only on clear dispatch instructions received in writing from
the Area Managers/General Manager of receiving end.

2.

The dispatching centre should send a FAX/e-mail to receiving end, indicating number of
trucks despatched on the particular day alongwith the commodity and quantity with
number of bags despatched. Copy of this FAX/e-mail should also be endorsed to the
concerned Area Manager of the recipient Distt. and also to the consignor Area Manager,
when a consignment of certain quantity is dispatched on inter District or intra District
basis, the serial number of trucks will be serialised from day 1 to the last day so that any
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truck in between missing could easily be located.
3.

A daily dispatch statement may be drawn in the Proforma specified may be sent to the
consignee depot, consignee District Office and controlling consignor Distt. Office.

4.

Consignee Area Manager will also watch the road movement and ensure that trucks
despatched by the dispatching end reach at destination safely. If considered necessary,
he may even open a separate cell for monitoring the road movement and ensuring
accounting of stocks.

5.

If any truck does not reach the destination within a reasonable time, this fact should be
immediately reported to the Area Manager at dispatching end by the receiving end by
FAX/e-mail and Depot Incharge at the receiving end shall be personally responsible for
prompt reporting of non receipt of trucks consigned to his depot. The Depot Incharge
should also take similar precaution for the road movement carried out by the transport
contractor and immediately report to the Distt. Office if any truck does not reach the
destination within reasonable time.

6.

Immediately on detection of any missing truck, FIR should be filed with the police. In this
regard, payment of the bills of the transport contractor should be withheld forthwith till the
entire cost of the foodgrains found missing or lost in transit is recovered with the panel
rates specified in the contract.

7.

Clear acknowledgment should be obtained from the driver of the truck and the authorised
representative of the transport contractor at the time of loading of stocks. The name of the
driver and the representatives of the transport contractor should be clearly written on the
truck chit/gate pass.

8.

The truck supplied by the transport contractors should be accepted for loading on clear
authorization in writing from the transport contractor or his authorized representatives.

9.

Trucks despatched should be properly covered by the tarpaulins and sealed and in case
of availability of the BOX type trucks, the doors should be properly sealed, locked etc.

10. Ensure that clause of transit insurance of the food grain stocks must be included in the
road transport contracts and the contractor to abide by it. A copy of the insurance cover
should also be furnished to consignor Depot In-charge/Area Manager.
11. Ensure to send specimen signatures of the authorized officials who would sign dispatch
documents/acknowledge the receipt or sign the receipts documents.
12. The recovery of the losses in road movement should be ensured repeat should be
ensured while forwarding the bills of the transport contractor.
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CHAPTER -11
IMPORTANT HINTS
(i)

Indents are placed well in advance before the scheduled date of loading and while
placing the indent it should be clearly written in the registration form-foodgrains meant
for PDS.

(ii)

If the indent is cancelled within 10 days, the railway will forfeit the indent amount.

(iii)

Arrange movement of stocks at the railhead/goods siding well in advance and advance
stacking should be done in covered shed at good shed before loading of rake to
minimize demurrage.

(iv)

Arrangements should be made for loading by intimating all concerns including HTC,
Labour, Staff in advance.

(v)

Proper tare weight of Truck is recorded at lorry weigh bridge and ensure that no
suspicious articles are kept in trucks which can help Truck Drivers to manipulate the
weight.

(vi)

As far as possible escorts be provided with convoy of Trucks from depot to Goods
Shed and vice-versa.

(vii)

When Truck reaches at Goods shed loading Supervisory Staff should check/count the
number of bags with Truck chit.

(viii)

Before loading of wagons inspect the wagons to make sure that the wagons supplied
by the railway are fit in all respect and will not affect the consignment while in transit.

(ix)

Wagons must be properly cleaned & no dust remains in wagons before loading. Also if
panel cut, body cut found, intimate to Goods Supervisor/Station Master for repair and if
repair is not done then reject the wagon(s).

(x)

As soon as loading of wagon is completed the convoy note in the prescribed form
indicating the full booking particulars i.e. Station from and to, Name of the Consignor
and Consignee, Commodity, No. of bags, Weight, Wagon No. Remarks, if any,
recorded on the RR and Name of officials is tagged with a bag near the door at
conspicuous place.
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(xi)

Ensure that Rail Head Staff intimates to Manager (Depot) the position of the stocks at
the goods shed daily, showing the opening balance, receipts at the goods shed, total
dispatches during the day and the balance (bags & weight). The receipts and
dispatches at the goods shed, must tally with the dispatches from the depot and those
indicated in the Railway receipts.

(xii)

Ensure that the Register of Wagons loaded at Railhead, mentioning particulars of
receipts of bags at railhead, relevant information about wagons in which bags are
loaded, particulars of relevant Gate Pass/Truck Chits, the name of the shed etc. is
maintained properly.

(xiii)

In case of “Said to contain RRs” issued by the Railway ensure that railhead in charge
affixes FCI seal in addition to railway seal. Railway seal should be affixed on the Card
Labels prepared by them indicating wagon No. with owing Railway and complete
booking particulars. One Card Label should also be put in the Pocket of the wagon.

(xiv)

Load wagons up-to-full permissible carrying capacity of wagon as per the route and
commodity or to the extended capacity allowed by the Railway. Don't overload the
wagon as excess loading would invite penal charges.

(xv)

As far as possible avoid rebooking and if it becomes absolutely unavoidable on some
technical grounds by the Railway or in emergency by the FCI, all concerned officers of
FCI & Railway should be kept informed.

(xvi)

Watch the expected arrival of rake & get information from Railway from time to time.

(xvii)

Depending upon the expected arrival of rake, Staff & Labours may be called at early
hours, if required, by issuing office order. Also inform the HTC for advance
arrangements Trucks/Labour etc.

(xviii) At the time of unloading of wagons ensure that wax seals / labels of the railway& FCI
are minutely examined by the railhead staff in regard to the impression of the loading
station. In case of any of the Railway Seal is found to be defective or deficient or
missing or having impression of the station other than the original loading station,
these facts must be brought to notice of Railway authorities in writing and such wagons
should be opened and unloaded in presence of Railway Staff.
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(xix)

In case shortage or damage to food grain is noticed at the time of unloading of wagons
whose seal have been found to be defective / broken or whose panel floor or the body
bears any cut etc. it must be ensured that the Railway issue Shortage/Assessment
Certificate and necessary remarks in this regard is also given in the Delivery book. In
case of any disagreement with the Railway or their refusal to issue such certificate, the
matter should be reported to the Area Manager for further directions.

(xx)

RR to be checked properly,and in case excess freight is paid inform consignor for
lodging the claim against the originally booked station.

(xxi)

At the time of unloading if any wagon(s), found missing; then Non Delivery Certificate
should be obtained from Goods Supervisor / Station Master immediately after
unloading of rake.

(xxii)

While unloading, Convoy notes should be collected from all the wagons and no. of
bags to be counted wagon wise while unloading & loose grains if any found to be
collected, properly cleaned then fill it in slack/loose bags and send it to depot.

(xxiii) Shall sign the “Railway Delivery Book” for no. of bags unloaded against the wagons
and obtain “Physical Delivery Certificate” (PDC) from Rly.
(xxiv) Technical Staff should also be available while unloading of rakes to check wagonwise
damaged, water affected, quality, infestation in the stock and to intimate consignor
within prescribed time limit regarding quality of foodgrains& lodging the LAS (Loss
Assessment Statement) accordingly. Stocks should be lifted immediately from
platform to avoid wharfage charges.
(xxv)

In case HTC is responsible for D/C & W/C, the same to be incorporated in HTC bills
while forwarding it to District Office for payment, for affecting recovery.

(xxvi) If no space is available on the platform or any untoward act beyond the control of FCI,
Railway should be informed in writing and same should be incorporated with waival
appeal of D/C & W/C.
(xxvii) Load the trucks with proper counting of bags & truck chit to be issued accordingly.
Truck should be properly lashed with ropes & covered with tarpaulins.
(xxviii) It should be ensured that no loose grains is lying in the truck, after unloading.
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(xxix) Railway and FCI seals should be preserved till the dispute, if any, are settled.
(xxx)

Ensure that receiving depots intimate to the dispatching depots by FAX/Speed Post/email about any shortage noticed in the consignment at the time of unloading of
wagons. After this detailed documents such as seal intact certificates, delivery book
remarks, wagon-wise number of bags, weight received etc. should be collected and
sent to the dispatching depots as supporting documents.

(xxxi) Loading/unloading of wagons/specials and removal of stocks from the platform is done
within the prescribed freetime allowed by the Railway to avoid demurrage & wharfage.
Applications for waival giving full justification should be made in case any demurrage/
wharfage is incurred. Other claims including missing wagons/shortage/ damaged
stocks be also lodged within the prescribed time and pursued vigorously.
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CHAPTER -12
IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS
(i)

Consignee :-

Consignee is the recipient of the consignment and is
named as consignee in a railway receipt.

(ii)

Consignor :-

The person, named in a railway receipt as consignor, by
whom or on whose behalf goods covered by the railway
receipt are entrusted to a railway administration.

(iii)

Forwarding note:-

The document executed under section 64 of the Railway
Act 1989 by the consignor showing the number,
description and weight of articles being transported and
prepared at the time of dispatching of stock.

(iv)

RailwayReceipt :-

The receipt issued under section 65 of Railway Act 1989
for the quantity loaded and freight paid for particular route
& destination.

(v)

Demurrage :-

The charge levied for the detention of any rolling
rakes/wagons after the expiry of the free time, if any,
allowed for such detention.

(vi)

Wharfage :-

The charge levied on goods for not removing them from
the railway Goods shed after the expiry of the free time for
such removal.

(vii)

Carrying Capacity :-

The total quantity of traffic/stocks that can be loaded into a
wagon. It differs from route to route, commodity to
commodity and wagon to wagon.

(viii)

Operating Restriction :-

Restrictions imposed by the Railway or the Railway Board
for a particular station or a group of stations or for a route or
junction wherever due to operational reasons, the railway
administration is temporarily not in a position to accept
wagons for those destinations or routes.

(ix)

Civil Restrictions

At times State Government or the Central Government
impose the restriction on the movement of certain
commodity which cannot be despatched to either any, or
some specified destination until they are covered by a
special permit issued by a competent authority.
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(x)

TranshipmentPoint :-

Points which are served by both Broad gauge and meter
gauge and where the contents of a wagon of one gauge
are transferred to a wagon of the other gauge are called
transshipment point e.g. Lumding in Assam.

(xi)

Siding :-

An existing of the railway track laid out to facilitate handling
of the traffic of a government department like FCI, any
factory, will or other commercial establishment under a
special agreement entered into which the concerned
zonal railway is called a 'siding'.

(xii)

Missing and
Unconnected wagons:-

A wagon which does not reach its originally booked
destination within due time is described as a
'missing wagon'.
Unconnected wagons are those wagons, whose booking
particulars may or may not be available and whole
contents are delivered at a station whether on execution of
an indemnity note or otherwise.

(xiii)

Priority 'A

Military Traffic, when sponsored by MILRAIL and
approved by Railway Board.

(xiv)

Priority 'B'

(1)Goods for emergency relief work by victims of
natural calamities, like floods, drought, earth-quake
etc. when sponsored by an officer not below the rank
of Deputy Secretary of Central/State Government or a
n o n - o ff i c i a l o r g a n i z a t i o n n o m i n a t e d b y t h e
Central/State Government and accepted by the
originating Zonal Railway or Railway Board.
(2) Foodgrains and levy sugar for Public Distribution
System or other welfare schemes sponsored by Food
Corporation of India and approved by Zonal
Railway/Railway Board. Proposals for sponsorship of
any other commodity by a Central Government
Agency will require specific approval of Railway
Board.

(xv)

Priority 'C'

All Programmed traffic of coal, Raw material to steel
plants, fertilizer, POL commodities when sponsored
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and accepted by authorities.
(xvi)

Priority 'D'

All traffic not included in priority 'A' to 'C'.

(xvii) Covered Wagons :-

The wagon which has a roof and can be closed and
secured from by side, sealed and if required, pad locked
are covered wagons such a wagon efforts protection
against rain, inclement wagon & other outside
interference.

(xviii) Open Wagon :-

Wagons which does not have a roof and contents are
susceptible not only to damage by rain and inclement
weather but also pilferage are open wagons.

(xix)

'Said to Contain'
railway receipt :-

When the railway staff do not inspect the consignment and
charge the freight on the basis of the weight declared by
the consignee then the railway receipt issued by the
railway is 'said to contain' railway receipt.

(xx)

Clear 'RR' :-

when the railway staff have the opportunity to
supervise the consignment at the time of loading, the
railway will issue clear railway receipt specifying the
number of bags loaded in the wagon.

(xxi)

Train load :-

When the FCI booked full rake then freight is charged on
train load basis.
In case full rake is not booked and only some wagons are
booked then the freight is charged on wagon load basis
which is more than the freight charge on train load.

(xxii)

Claim withdrawn :-

Claim lodged by a Depot Officer, but subsequently
withdrawn, the competent authority having come to the
conclusion that the Claim was untenable.

(xxiii) Claim repudiated :-

Claim lodged by a Depot Officer and rejected by Railway,
and such repudiation accepted by the competent
authority, and case considered fit to be dropped.

(xxiv) Claim settled:-

Claim lodged and accepted by the Railway in full, or in
part, and in the case of the latter, the Railway's decision
having been found acceptable to the F.C.I. S i n c e p a r t
acceptance can include cases where a Claim may have
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been lodged at higher value but accepted by the Railway,
after checking of rates etc., for a lesser amount,
care should be exercised to prefer claims for value as
nearly correct as possible.
(xxv)

Claim adjusted:-

(xxvi) Gauge :-

Claim adjusted would include Claims lodged with the
Railway and subsequently adjusted against excess
receipts or other unconnected consignments delivered to
the Food Corporation of India.
The distance between the rails of a track measured from
inside edge to inside edge of the rail heads.

(a) Broad Gauge :-

When the width is 1.44 meter.

(b) Meter Gauge :-

When the width is 1 meter.

(c) Narrow Gauge :-

When the width is 0.79 meter.

(xxvii) Block Rake :-

A freight rake that contains only one commodity e.g.
foodgrains in all the wagons for one destination. Indian
Railway prefers block rakes as these are not delayed
because of loading or unloading enroute.

(xxviii) Hand Shunting :-

It refers to the instances where a single wagon is moved by
human labour – several labours pushing on the wagon.

(xxix) Megablock :-

A large-scale traffic block for engineering work or other
reasons.

(xxx)

A pre-determined route between a pair of points that
Indian Railway uses to compute freight charges for a
consignment, regardless of whether the consignment
actually uses that routes or a different, possibly shorter
route.

Rationalized route :-
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CHAPTER -13
IMPORTANT SECTIONS OF THE RAILWAY ACT 1989
Section 64: Forwarding note- (1) Every person entrusting any goods to a railway
administration for carriage shall execute a forwarding note in such form as may be specified by
the Central Government:
Provide that no forwarding note shall be executed in the case of such goods as may be
prescribed.
(2)

The consignor shall be responsible for the correctness of the particulars furnished by
him in the forwarding note.

(3)

The consignor shall indemnify the railway administration against any damage suffered
by it by reason of the incorrectness or incompleteness of the particulars in the
forwarding note.
COMMENTS

A forwarding note is a necessary condition precedent to the entrusting of any goods to a
railway administration for carriage.
The consignor is responsible for the correctness of the particulars furnished in the forwarding
note.
The railway administration has to be indemnified by the consignor against any damage
suffered by it due to any defective particular furnished in the forwarding note.
Section 65: Railway receipt.- (1) A railway administration shall,(a)

in a case where the goods are to be loaded by a person entrusting such goods, on the
completion of such loading; or

(b)

in any other case, on the acceptance of the goods by it,
issue a railway receipt in such form as may be specified by the Central Government.

(2) A railway receipt shall be prima facie evidence of the weight and the number of packages
stated therein:
Provided that in case of a consignment in wagon-load or train-load and the weight or the
number of package is not checked by a railway servant authorized in this behalf, and a
statement to that effect is recorded in such railway receipt by him, the burden of proving the
weight or, as the case may be, the number of packages stated therein, shall lie on the
consignor, the consignee or the endorsee.
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COMMENTS
A railway administration is bound to issue a railway receipt (RR) to the person who has
entrusted any goods to it for carriage.
A railway receipt is prima facie of the weight and they number of packages state therein.
In the case of consignment in wagon-load or train-load the burden of proving the weight or the
number of packages stated in the railway receipt lies on,(i)

the consignor, or

(ii)

the consignee, or

(iii)

the endorsee.

Section 73: Punitive charge for overloading a wagon.- Where a person load goods in a
wagon beyond its permissible carrying capacity as exhibited under sub-section (2) or subsection (3), or notified under sub-section (4), of section 72, a railway administration may, in
addition to the freight and other charges, recover from the consignor, the consignee or the
endorsee, as the case may be, charges by way of penalty at such rates, as may be prescribed,
before the delivery of the goods:
Provided that it shall be lawful for the railway administration to unload the goods loaded
beyond the capacity of the wagon, if detected at the forwarding station or at any place before
the destination station and to recover the cost of such unloading and any charge for the
detention of any wagon on this account.
COMMENTS
Where a person loads goods in a wagon beyond its permissible carrying capacity – exhibited
or notified – a railway administration is empowered,(i)

to charge by way of penalty at the prescribed rates in addition to the freight and other
charges before the delivery of the goods; or

(ii)

to unload the goods loaded beyond the capacity of the wagon if detected between the
forwarding station and the destination; and

(iii)

to recover the cost of unloading and any charge for the detention of any wagon on this
account;
from (i) the consignor, (ii) the consignee or (iii) the endorsee, as the case may be.

Section 74 : Passing of property in the goods covered by railway receipt.- The property in
the consignment covered by a railway receipt shall pass to the consignee or the endorsee, as
the case may be, on the delivery of such railway receipt to him and he shall have all the rights
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and liabilities of the consignor.
Section 76 : Surrender of railway receipt.- The railway administration shall deliver the
consignment under a railway receipt on the surrender of such railway receipt :
Provided that in case the railway receipt is not forthcoming, the consignment may be delivered
to the person, entitled in the opinion of the railway administration to receive the goods, in such
manner as may be prescribed.
COMMENTS
The railway administration has to deliver the consignment on the surrender of railway receipt
to it.
However, it may deliver the consignment to such a person who is entitled to receive the
consignment, but subject to certain terms and conditions.
Section 80 : Liability of railway administration for wrong delivery.- Where a railway
administration delivers the consignment to the person who produces the railway receipt, it
shall not be responsible for any wrong delivery on the ground that such person is not entitled
thereto or that the endorsement on the railway receipt is forged or otherwise defective.
COMMENTS
The railway administration is absolved of any of its liabilities when it delivered the consignment
to the person who had produced the railway receipt.
Section 81: Open delivery of consignments.- Where the consignment arrives in a damaged
condition or shows signs of having been tampered with and the consignee or the endorsee
demands open delivery, the railway administration shall give open delivery in such manner as
may be prescribed.
COMMENTS
The railway administration is found to give 'open delivery' of the consignment if the consignee,
or the endorsee, has demanded 'open delivery'.
Where,(i)

The consignment has arrived in a damaged condition; or

(ii)

The consignment has shown signs of having been tampered with,
An 'open delivery' thereof may be demanded.

Section 82: Partial delivery of consignments.-(1) The consignee or endorsee shall, as soon
as the consignment or part thereof is ready for delivery, take delivery of such consignment or
part thereof notwithstanding that such consignment or part thereof is damaged.
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(2) In the case of partial delivery under sub-section (1), the railway administration shall furnish
a partial delivery certificate, in such form as may be prescribed.
(3) If the consignee or endorsee refuses to take delivery under sub-section (1), the
consignment or part thereof shall be subject to wharfage charges beyond the time allowed for
removal.
COMMENTS
The railway administration is bound to furnish a partial delivery certificate to the consignee, or
the endorsee, who has taken part of the consignment.
In case the consignee, or the endorsee, has refused to take delivery of the consignment or part
thereof within the freetime allowed for removal, it shall be subjected to wharfage charges.
This section requires the consignee, or the endorsee to take the delivery to the consignment or
part thereof even if it is damaged.
Section 84 : Unclaimed consignment.- (1) If any person fails to take delivery of(a)

Any consignment; or

(b)

The consignment released from detention made under sub-section (1) of section 83; or

(c)

Any remaining part of the consignment under sub-section (2) of section 83, such
consignment shall be treated as unclaimed.

(2)

The railway administration may,-

(a)

in the case of an unclaimed consignment which is perishable in nature, sell such
consignment in the manner provided in clause (a) of sub-section (2) of section 83; or

(b)

in the case of an unclaimed consignment which is not perishable in nature, cause a
notice to be served upon the consignee if his name and address are known, and upon
the consignor if the name and address of the consignee are not known, requiring him to
remove the goods within a period of seven days from the receipt thereof and if such
notice cannot be served or there is a failure to comply with the requisition in the notice,
sell such consignment in the manner provided in clause (b) of sub-section (2) of section 83.

(3) The railway administration shall, out of the sale proceeds received under sub-section (2),
retain a sum equal to the freight and other charges including expenses for the sale due to it and
surplus, if any, of such sale proceeds shall be rendered to the person entitled thereto.
COMMENTS
Sub-section (1) has defined the expression “unclaimed consignment”.
Whereas sub-section (2) (a) authorizes the railway administration to sell the unclaimed
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consignment at once, sub-section (2) (b) enables it to sell such consignment by public auction.
Section 98 : Goods in defective condition or defectively packed.- (1) Notwithstanding
anything contained in the foregoing provisions of this Chapter, when any goods entrusted to a
railway administration for carriage(a)

are in a defective condition as a consequence of which they are liable to damage,
deterioration, leakage or wastage; or

(b)

are either defectively packed or not packed in such manner as may be prescribed and
as a result of such defective or improper packing are liable to damage, deterioration,
leakage or wastage,

and the fact of such condition or defective or improper packing has been recorded by the
consignor or his agent in the forwarding note, the railway administration shall not be
responsible for any damage, deterioration, leakage or wastage or for the condition in which
such goods are available for delivery at destination:
Provided that the railway administration shall be responsible for any such damage,
deterioration, leakage or wastage or for the condition in which such goods are available for
delivery at destination if negligence or misconduct on the part of the railway administration or
of any of its servants is proved.
(2) When any goods entrusted to a railway administration for carriage are found on arrival at
the destination station to have been damaged or to have suffered deterioration, leakage or
wastage, the railway administration shall not be responsible for the damage, deterioration,
leakage or wastage of the goods on proof by the railway administration.(a)

that the goods were, at the time of entrustment to the railway administration, in a
defective condition, or were at that time either defectively packed or not packed in such
manner as may be prescribed and as a result of which were liable to damage,
deterioration, leakage or wastage; and

(b)

that such defective condition or defective or improper packing was not brought to the
notice of the railway administration or any of its servants at the time of entrustment of the
goods to the railway administration for carriage by railway:

Provided that the railway administration shall be responsible for any such damage,
deterioration, leakage or wastage if negligence or misconduct on the part of the railway
administration or of any of its servants is proved.
COMMENTS
Section 102 : Exoneration from liability in certain cases.- Notwithstanding anything
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contained in the foregoing provisions of this Chapter, railway administration shall not be
responsible for the loss, destruction, damage, deterioration or non-delivery of any
consignment,(a) when such loss, destruction, damage, deterioration or non-delivery is due to the fact that a
materially false description of the consignment is given in the statement delivered under
the sub-section (1) of section 66; or
(b) where a fraud has been practiced by the consignor or the consignee or the endorsee or by
an agent of the consignor, consignee or the endorsee; or
(c) where it is proved by the railway administration to have been caused by, or to have arisen
from(i) improper loading or unloading by the consignor or the consignee or the endorsee or by an
agent of the consignor, consignee or the endorsee;
(ii) in riot, civil commotion, strike, lock-out, stoppage or restraint of labour from whatever
cause arising whether partial or general; or
(d) for any indirect or consequential loss or damage or for loss particular market.
Section 106: Notice of claim for compensation and refund of over- charge.- (1) A person
shall not be entitled to claim compensation against a railway administration for the loss,
destruction, damage, deterioration or non-delivery of goods carried by railway, unless a notice
therefore is served by him or on his behalf,(a)

To the railway administration to which the goods are entrusted for carriage; or

(b)

To the railway administration, on whose railway the destination station lies, or the loss,
destruction, damage or deterioration occurs.
Within a period of six months from the date of entrustment of the goods.

(2) Any information demanded or enquiry made in writing from, or any complaint made in
writing to, any of the railway administration mentioned in sub-section (1) by or on behalf of the
person within the said period of six months regarding the non-delivery or delayed delivery of
the goods with particulars sufficient to identify the goods shall, for the purpose of this section,
be deemed to be a notice of claim for compensation.
(3) A person shall not be entitled to a refund of an overcharge in respect of goods carried by
railway unless a notice therefore has been served by him or on his behalf to the railway
administration to which the overcharge has been paid within six months from the date of such
payment or the date of delivery of such goods at the destination station, whichever is later.
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COMMENTS
A person who claims compensation against a railway administer for the loss, destruction,
damage, deterioration or non-delivery of goods, much served a notice thereof, (a)

to the railway administration to which the goods were entrusted for carriage; or

(b)

to the railway administration, on whose railway the destination station lies, or the loss,
destruction, damage or deterioration occurred.

Such notice is required to be served upon either of the railway administration within a period of
6 months (not 180 days) from the date of entrustment of the goods.
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CHAPTER -14
ABRREVIATIONS
1.

'I' Bond

-

Indemnity Bond

2.

C.A.

-

Competent Authority

3.

C.C.

-

Carrying Capacity/Cash & Credit

4.

CAP

-

Covered And Plinth

5.

CBS

-

Centralized Booking System

6.

CCM

-

Chief Commercial Manager

7.

CFTM

-

Chief Freight & Transport Manager

8.

CGS

-

Chief Goods Supervisor

9.

CIP

-

Central Issue Price

10.

CN

-

Convoy Note

11.

COM

-

Chief Operating Manager

12.

CRB

-

Chairman Railway Board

13.

CTL

-

Cut, Torn, Loose

14.

DC

-

Demurrage Charge

15.

DCM

-

Divisional Commercial Manager

16.

DIs

-

Despatch Instructions

17.

DOM

-

Divisional Operating Manager

18.

DRM

-

Divisional Railway Manager

19.

FA & CAO

-

Financial Advisor & Chief Account Officer

20.

FN

-

Forwarding Note

21.

FOIS

-

Freight Operation Information System

22.

HDPE

-

High Density Polyethylene

23.

HTC

-

Handling and Transport Contractor

24.

ITC

-

Internal Transport Contract

25.

LAS

-

Loss Assessment Statement

26.

LRTC

-

Long Route Transport Contract
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27.

LWB

-

Lorry Weight Bridge

28.

MCC

-

Movement Commercial Circular

29.

MPL

-

Monthly Movement Plan

30.

MSP

-

Minimum Support Price

31.

OSI

-

Original Seal Intact

32.

PDC

-

Physical Delivery Certificate

33.

PDS

-

Public Distribution System

34.

RDB

-

Railway Delivery Book

35.

RFD

-

Result Framework Document

36.

RO

-

Release Order

37.

RR

-

Railway Receipt

38.

RTC

-

Road Transport Contract

39.

SLS

-

Stock Ledger Summary

40.

TC

-

Truck Chit

41.

TL

-

Transit Loss/Train Load

42.

WC

-

Wharfage Charge

43.

WCM

-

Weight Check Memo

44.

ZCC

-

Zonal Claim Cell/Zonal Categorization Committee
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